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DIREZIONE GENERALE

The Direzione Generale is a department that supports the Chief Executive Officer in the day-to-day management, 
strategy and achievement of the Club’s objectives. It also follows all the procedures relating to the Board of Directors 
and it keeps the relationships with the ownership, the Institutions and the external Stakeholders (UEFA, ECA, Lega 
Calcio, FIGC, Municipality, etc.). The department also plays an active role in the management of the main projects that 
clearly drive the Club’s strategic vision. 

Season review

The 2018/19 season opens with a historic change at AC Milan. In July 2018, ELLIOTT management L.T.D. UK took 
over the ownership of AC Milan, with Paolo Scaroni, already a director in the Board of Directors, who took on 
the double role of Executive Chairman and Interim CEO of the Club.

In summer 2018, there were also important changes at a management level, with Leonardo and Paolo Maldini 
joining the club and taking over the sporting area of the Club.

From a Corporate point of view, on November 9, 2018, a Memorandum of Understanding was signed with F.C. 
Internazionale relevant to the project A New Stadium for Milan. The two Clubs officially committed to work together on 
the project for the construction of a modern and cutting-edge stadium.

December 5, 2018 marks another historic day for AC Milan that welcomed the new CEO, Ivan Gazidis, who, thanks to 
his ten-year experience at FC Arsenal, brings to AC Milan an important background in terms of international relations 
with European and other institutions.

During the season, in February 2019, James Murray and Casper Stylsvig, respectively Chief of Staff and Chief 
Revenue Officer, joined the company. They were hired by the CEO for their strong international experience, leadership 
and deep knowledge of the sector.

In March 2019 Chief Executive Officer Ivan Gazidis was re-elected to the ECA’s executive board, confirming his 
importance in one of the most influential committees in the modern football scene.

In June 2019, at the end of the football season, AC Milan signed a “Consent Award” with UEFA before the CAS. It was 
an important and necessary step to solve the long-standing issue with UEFA regarding Financial Fair Play. 
The basis of this agreement is AC Milan’s strong commitment to UEFA rules and the awareness that the “Consent 
Award” has been a crucial step to bring the Club back on a path of virtuous growth, built on the solid grounds of 
sustainability and planning. 

The 2018/19 season ended with the arrival of the new Chief Football Officer, Zvonimir Boban, and of the new 
Sports Director, Frederic Massara, who, alongside Paolo Maldini took over the sporting area of the Club.
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A New Stadium for Milan

On July 9th, 2019 AC Milan and FC Internazionale Milano submitted to the city of Milan the projects for the new 
Stadium for Milan. AC Milan and Inter Milan, whilst rivals on the pitch, have joined forces for the sake of football and 
of the city of Milan to create a new generation world-class stadium for the city and the two teams.
This innovative multifunctional district will be dedicated to sports, entertainment and shopping open 365 days a year. 
The area will include new usability and vitality for the area, a widespread park, a new underground road system for 
the revitalization and the integration of the whole district with San Siro’s sporting vocation.

The characteristics of the project

An innovative venue, open throughout the year
The new stadium is included in a modern district, open 365 days a year and in a project for the redevelopment of the entire area.

A new district dedicated to sports and entertainment
San Siro is going to become a district dedicated to sports, entertainment and shopping not only during the “match-
days” while integrating the sporting vocation of this area of the city.

A world-class stadium
The new Stadium for Milan is going to be very modern, in line with the top-class international standards, with more 
than 60.000 seats that can be shaped according to the needs of the Club playing the home match.

“Zero-impact” plant
Thanks to the materials used and the water and energy saving technologies, it will be a “zero-impact” stadium with 
the LEED certification. The subterranean structure and the shell will reduce noise emissions.

Maximum accessibility, safety and sustainability
No architectural barriers in the new stadium that will also provide for separate entrances and tailor-made services for 
families, fans, players and plant operators. The new entirely underground road system and the 89,000 m2 of greenery 
and soft mobility on the surface will reconnect the surrounding neighbourhoods and make the flows during the match 
days fluid and orderly.

A unique experience for fans
All fans will be able to enjoy a unique and top-quality overview of the pitch thanks to the comfort of the seats and to 
the variety and top-level services offered, from the restaurant to the museum. 

A new point of reference for Milan
A new stadium at San Siro is the decisive step to tell the new generations the history, the passion and the emotions 
experienced in such an important place for the sporting history of the city. AC Milan and FC Internazionale Milano are 
going to invest a lot of energies and money to build a home is going to guarantee the future of the Clubs and of the 
supporters. The city of Milan deserves a revitalised, innovative and green area for the sake of the citizens and of the 
supporters who live San Siro.

1,2bn Investments
The Clubs are going to invest 1€,2bn for 
the construction of the new stadium and the 
regeneration of the San Siro area.

3.500 Employments
The feasibility study provides for benefits in the 
employment sector and estimates a 3,500 increase in 
the number of jobs generated by the fully operational 
stadium and district, net from the building work.
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The path

The Legge Stadi (the law on stadiums)

The average age of Italian professional football stadiums is over 60 years, and investments into Italian football 
stadiums over the last decade amount to just €150m, in comparison to the €15bn investments in Europe This lack 
of investment has resulted in Italy lagging behind in terms of urban quality, appeal, and overall experience at sports 
events. As a result, the promotion of the renovation of existing sports facilities and the construction of new ones in 
our Country, especially regarding their safety and economic sustainability for Clubs and public administrations, has 
been set as a priority, with a special bill passed in 2013 and amended in 2017. Along with streamlining administrative 
processes, the bill allows the building of sports infrastructures and of other properties with different purposes (which 
are complementary or functional to sports facilities, as long as they are not for residential purposes), in order to 
guarantee its financial-economic sustainability.

More value to the Clubs

The way people enjoy sports events, and football matches in particular, has radically changed over the years. 
The modern stadiums aim to provide more comfort, technological innovation, security, energy and environmental 
sustainability. In fact, over recent years, some of the top Clubs in the world, together with the cities they represent, 
have invested huge amounts of money in order to have new generation stadiums, complying with global quantitative 
and qualitative standards. This has enabled them to participate in top international competitions and has ensured fans 
a unique sports and entertainment experience. Thanks to these investments, various top Clubs, like Bayern Munich 
and Arsenal FC, have achieved over €100m revenues a year, allowing them to invest more in players, managers, 
coaches, fans’ experience, youth sector, and corporate social responsibility. As of today, neither AC Milan nor Inter 
Milan earn half of the aforementioned revenues from the current Meazza stadium, which ultimately has a negative 
effect on performances and opportunities for the Clubs.

More value for the city

Public-private synergy
The existing stadium and land are owned by the Municipality of Milan. The two Clubs share the use of the stadium 
pursuant to the granting of rights of use (valid until 2030, with the possibility of opting-out with a two-year notice) 
upon the payment of a lease to the Municipality and the provision of maintenance operations. Inter Milan and AC 
Milan are proposing an entirely private-funded €1.2bn investment for the construction of the new Stadium and the 
multi-purpose district. From a contractual perspective, the proposal envisages the execution of the plan and the 
subsequent management to be regulated by a 90-year land-use rights concession to the Clubs. At the end of the 
aforementioned period, the Stadium and the multi-purpose district shall be handed over to the Municipality fully 
efficient and functional. The Clubs shall manage all of the ordinary and extraordinary maintenance of the Stadium and 
the multi-purpose district over the aforementioned period.
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Asset and economic value
Therefore, the city of Milan, with no outlay of public funds, would benefit from a much higher quality stadium and from 
the regeneration of an under-used area (the paved lot next to the Meazza Stadium), reconnecting and giving more 
value to the nearby districts. Moreover, given that at the end of the land-use concession both the Stadium and the 
multi-purpose district will be given back to the Municipality of Milan, the assets of the municipality will receive a 1.2 
billion Euro totally private-funded new area. In addition, the City will benefit from:
• 81 million Euro in public works (primary and secondary urbanization) generated by the plan;
• the payment of a lease by the Clubs after the the amortization of the investment, as provided for by this kind of 

agreements.

Impact on employment
The execution of the works, estimated to last 72 months, will create around 600 new jobs. A 3,000 - 3,500 increase in 
the number of jobs per year is estimated with the stadium and the district at full capacity. 

Why a new stadium

The Meazza Stadium today

Initially, the Clubs assessed the possibility to renovate the Meazza stadium and, therefore, carried out a thorough 
analysis of the property and its management in order to have a clear overview of the conditions of the property and 
its maintenance needs.
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Facility and location
Lo stadio esistente è il risultato della sovrapposizione di almeno tre strutture, costruite in epoche lontane tra di loro: 
il primo anello raggiungerà il secolo di vita tra poco più di cinque anni. L’impianto nel suo complesso risulta pertanto 
eterogeneo nella sua composizione e le strutture più datate, corrispondenti all’intero primo anello, presentano un 
certo grado di obsolescenza. Confinando a est con via Piccolomini, che lo separa dall’area ex-Trotto, lo stadio non 
può espandersi che in modo molto limitato.

Capacity, accessibility, security
The current 78,000 seats make it one of the highest capacity stadiums in Europe. However, over the last 10 years, 
the average attendance was of about 47,300 spectators, leaving entire sectors empty. Conversely, premium seats 
represent just 4% of total capacity (and, furthermore, the whole pitch is not visible from the skyboxes), whereas in 
European top club facilities, the average premium seats amount to around 15%. The current accessibility has many 
shortcomings, not just for disabled people, but also for children and elderly people. With reference to safety, the 
facility complies with safety standards only because there was a derogation to current regulations. The so-called 
safety area, for example, is less than 0.5 sq.mt. / person and there is no more space to expand it.

Efficiency, comfort and services
As regards to the pitch, the difficulty to grow and have a steady lawn is an unsolved problem. Many solutions have 
been tried; however, there has been no conclusion, since the rings (stands) surrounding it cast a shadow over the 
pitch. Regarding spectators’ comfort, the third ring is highly inadequate in terms of seat conditions, use of access 
paths and distribution, while the second ring spaces are insufficient and inefficient for the ordinary management of 
spectator flows. Even the food courts and toilets are below European standards.  In addition, there are no service 
spaces (warehouses, technical rooms, offices etc.) and commercial areas (shops, catering facilities with kitchens 
etc.) and this is a big issue also when there are top events. 

Noise impact
San Siro residents have been complaining for years about the noise impact produced by the events hosted at the 
Stadium, as the volumes have exceeded legal limits several times. It is partly due to the structure of the Meazza 
stadium because the sound “leaks” from the sides of the facility.

Maintenance and management costs
Ordinary and extraordinary maintenance operations allowing the proper functioning of the current stadium will sharply 
increase over the next years in order to improve the functional and/or structural efficiency of the current facility.
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A new stadium

Projects features

Where
The Milan Stadium would be built in the western part of the San Siro area, partly occupying the foundations of the 
old Sports Arena, currently used as a paved parking lot, leaving the Meazza stadium operational until the end of the 
works. The facility will be North/South oriented with a slight tilt towards the West in order to allow the creation of a big 
square in the middle of the construction lot, which will be the heart of the project.

The facility
The stadium will be made of two rings and have a capacity of around 60,000 seats. It will be placed over a plate that 
is larger than its foundations and it will be raised by around two meters from the ground (“Podium”). The pitch will be 
subterranean, placed seven meters below the project’s zero level, thus reducing the visual and noise impact of the 
facility and providing more functional entrance and exit paths. Consequently, the facility will be much less invasive 
than the current stadium, integrating perimeter gates in the Podium, and will offer 127,000 sq. mt. for service areas, 
shops and restaurants, players’ areas, hospitality, press areas, technical facilities, and parking lots, etc.

The pitch
The size of the pitch will be the same as the current one, while the turf will still be hybrid, made of a blend of artificial 
and natural grass. The growth of the turf will be ensured by an artificial lighting system and an air circulation system 
that are going to create the most suitable microclimate for the pitch.

Maximum accessibility for everybody
Fans will be able to access the stadium’s sectors through multiple staircases, along with lifts all over the perimeter, as 
well as turnstiles. The improved seats will be much more accessible for everybody than the current seating. Teams, 
VIPs and facility staff will access the stadium through the reserved car entrances along via Tesio and the completely 
renovated Patroclo tunnel. The parking spots for disabled people will be located next to the main lifts. Two drop off 
areas, North and South of the Podium, will be reserved for away fans buses and can be directly accessed from their 
designed stadium sectors.

Comfort and experience
The construction of a bowl around the pitch aims to optimise spectators’ overview, as well as to improve the seating 
comfort, ease of walking and accessibility to all areas, from pitch accessibility for teams and referees (as well as 
emergency vehicles and maintenance equipment) to service facilities: toilets, catering areas, nursery, first aid stations, 
etc. An area dedicated to a museum that celebrates the heritage of the Meazza stadium is also envisaged.

Flexibility
The stadium has been designed with the capability to be personalised, in order to host the fans of both Clubs 
according to the nature of their rooting and integrate them with the new stadium, as well as an appropriate venue 
to host sports and other events, such as the traditional concerts hosted at the Meazza stadium. Two sectors will be 
reserved for away fans, one in the Northern part, the other in the Southern one (depending on which Milan club is 
playing home), with safe and easy access. The Stadium will have up to 12,500 Premium seats, with a flexible capacity 
in relation to the importance of the match.
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Environmental sustainability

Compared with the Meazza stadium, the new stadium will bring many benefits in terms of:
• Visual impact: building a subterranean stadium will allow for a significant reduction of the visual impact: it will be 

30 meters tall from ground level, compared to 68 meters of the current Meazza stadium.
• Noise impact: the stadium is going to be a single-volume building with a closed lateral shell, therefore the sound 

will only propagate upwards. This will guarantee the compliance with the 60dB noise limit in the surrounding area.
• Traffic: roads and parking lots will be underground thanks to the renovation of the Patroclo tunnel (widened and 

connected to the internal road network), while there will be pedestrian and bike paths connected to the local public 
transportation network in the surface. 

• Energy impact: the Meazza stadium is now producing around 2,000 tons of CO2. However, thanks to latest 
generation facilities, a high-performance shell and the synergy with the Multi-purpose District, we can have a “zero-
emission Stadium”. 50% of the energy demand will be provided by renewable sources, while groundwater will be 
used for 100% of the heating and conditioning demand. The project provides for the creation of a district heating-
district cooling network, with centralized energy production, so as to reduce the installation area, the number of 
heat pumps and wells, management and maintenance costs, and to generate a higher energy efficiency.

• Water impact: in order to reduce water consumption, the project aims at its storage as well as at maximizing the 
recycling and alternative supplies, with an integrated and sustainable approach throughout the site. Among the 
solutions considered there is also an air conditioning system that picks the moisture, recovers rainwater and gray 
waters, etc. For all non-drinkable purposes, no water will be taken from the waterworks, instead, the new stadium 
will re-use water to cover 100% of irrigation demands for green areas and for the twin networks of toilets.

• Environmental certification: the entire intervention will be certified pursuant to the voluntary LEED protocol as a 
further guarantee of respect for the environment throughout the life cycle of the properties.

• The impact of the construction site: in order to minimize possible environmental and safety issues for the life of 
the neighbourhood and the stadium’s activity, all the most modern systems for noise and dust reduction will be put 
in place by positioning control / monitoring units, so as to allow any optimization.
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A new district

The Clubs’ Proposal fully redesigns the San Siro area, with a New Stadium next to the current one and a “multi-
purpose complex” in the space where the Meazza Stadium currently is. The area will include many facilities, such as 
entertainment areas and shops, and will offer services for fans, residents and tourists 365 days a year. Overall, the 
plan involves 165,000 square meters of gross surface.

The area
The San Siro area is in the western part of Milan, along the road leading to Novara; it is bordered in the North by 
Lampugnano and QT8 districts and in the East by Milano City Fair, whilst in the South it borders the Baggio district and 
in the West the Trenno Park. This area has a strong sports tradition: along with the Stadium, it houses the galloping 
racecourse, the former trot racecourse, and the recently renovated Palalido sports hall. Furthermore, the area where 
the new stadium would be built used to host the old Sports Arena, before it was removed after the 1985 collapse. The 
surrounding housing complex is composed of ALER buildings and the detached single-family INA Casa Harar Dessiè 
social housing buildings (South) and luxury villas and properties with broad green areas (North). Other important 
facilities in the area are the “San Carlo” hospital, a point of reference for the western side of the city, and the Don 
Carlo Gnocchi Foundation, a renowned rehab. The area is well connected by the public transport network, both on 
the surface and underground with lines 5 (Lily) and 1 (Red).

The regeneration
The construction of the new Milan Stadium and its multi-purpose district would provide an important regeneration 
for the surrounding area. Currently, the stadium in in between working-class neighbourhoods and the villas of the 
garden city, and it is a “non-place” in the days when the stadium is not operational. The regeneration of the whole 
area will provide a new destination, characterized by the inclusiveness of the park, easy mobility and commercial and 
social life, which is, at the same time, complementary and independent from match days. This continuity will allow the 
integration of the traditional sporting vocation of this area with exciting new facilities and services and the use of green 
and open spaces. Moreover, the Proposal will translate into a highly valuable urban-architectural project, thanks to 
the work of the most renowned international design and architecture firms bidding for the project, through the most 
cutting-edge technical and building solutions based on the demands of fans and residents.
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The Masterplan
The multi-purpose district revolves around a big square with, a mall, over which there will be an entertainment space 
along Via Dessié and Piccolomini (southward) and different height buildings having a tertiary/office and reception/
hotel/conference purpose (northward). However, today’s arrangements are currently hypothetical and may be fine-
tuned during the following phases of the process. At the same time, the architectural firm that is going to win the bid 
will provide for a top-quality project that is respectful of the current surroundings.

The widespread park
The center of the area is devoted to public spaces, with alternating squares and specially designed green areas 
according to the widespread park model increasingly appreciated in urban contexts. Squares, green areas, urban 
boulevards, water mirrors will be integrated and complemented by other surfaces at different heights, such as the 
green roofs on commercial areas in the northern part. The environmental benefits produced by the creation of a 
widespread park over an area currently occupied by the stadium and a paved parking lot will be even more evident 
thanks to the decision to build underground roads and parking areas therefore providing new leisure spaces. Overall, 
green pedestrian and tree areas will cover around 89,024 sq.mt. (compared to the current 55,870 sq.mt.).

The new road system
The Proposal is supported by an important road network study in order to reduce traffic even on match days. In 
particular, the Patroclo tunnel will be completely renovated and will play a key role in the regeneration of the whole 
area, since it will manage the flow of public and private vehicles. Roads, parking lots and walkways will not have any 
permanent nor provisional obstacle. The design will allow for a smooth flowing of traffic and safe movement also for 
people with disabilities. There will be equipped service areas (play/eating) with roofed spots and toilets, tables and 
accessible games.
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OBJECTIVES

One of the goals set for the 2019/20 season is certainly to move forward with the New Stadium project: the desire is 
to continue the virtuous dialogue with the political institutions to obtain the necessary planning consent to finally start 
the works.

To this end, the Club wants to be increasingly open and transparent with its Stakeholders, fans and the city of Milan, 
to create greater awareness and information about this project which is so important for the Club and for all Italian 
Football.

The New Stadium project goes hand in hand with Sustainability. The architectural firms involved in the project 
became very passionate about the Clubs’ clear demands, ie to offer the city of Milan a new sports facility completely 
sustainable, less cumbersome in terms of volume and noise pollution than the old San Siro stadium and with large 
green areas to enhance the new District.

The Club’s other objectives are relevant to the Club’s financial sustainability and full compliance with UEFA’s rules on 
Financial Fair Play. The lining-up of a young team, with a reasonable amount of money in relation to the Club’s turnover 
is the basis from which AC Milan must start again to become a point of reference for World Football once again.
AC Milan also wants to continue to maintain and develop excellent relations with football institutions and its 
Stakeholders, increasingly standing against all forms of discrimination and violence still present today in the world of 
Football, proudly reaffirming the Club’s virtuous values.






